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Abstract: The recognition of a foreign protein (antigen) by host B and/or T cells and the induction
of immune response have a key role for the human immune system. The peptide binding to MHC
proteins is a prerequisite for B or T-cell recognition. Determining the peptide-binding preferences
exhibited by the MHC extensive set of alleles requires enormous experimental work. A more rational
approach is the development of bioinformatics prediction methodologies. Among others, proteochemometrics (PCM) is quite suitable for MHC binding prediction as it simultaneously models the
bioactivity of multiple ligands against multiple protein targets. Handling multiple targets is the key to
"ligand polypharmacology" and the development of multi-target drugs. The few applications of PCM
for MHC binding prediction showed that the developed models have excellent predictive ability.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is difficult for one to imagine a therapeutic
area where the immune system is not involved and where
targeted modulation of the immune response could not provide substantial health benefits. Vaccines are one of the most
important achievements in the field of infectious diseases,
and while we have witnessed the use of whole pathogens
(attenuated viruses or bacteria), or their purified single proteins, current research is focused on smaller peptides, rationally designed to contain a single or multiple epitopes, or
even DNA-based vaccines, which can make cells directly
produce an antigen and result in acquired immunological
response [1, 2].

The recognition of a foreign protein (antigen) by host B
and T cells and the induction of immune response have a key
role for the human immune system. In the case of an autoimmune disease, the host B and T cells recognize the self
proteins as foreign, attack them and destroy their own tissues. According to antigen origin, the antigen processing in
the host cells undergoes two different pathways: intracellular
and extracellular. The intracellular proteins, such as viral or
self proteins, initially are degraded by the proteasome to oligopeptides, and then some of the peptides are transported to
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by a transporter associated
with antigen processing (TAP). In ER, the peptides bind to
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I proteins
and the peptide-protein complexes are presented on the cell
surface where they are recognized by CD8+ T cells. The
extracellular proteins, such as bacterial, parasite or fungal
proteins, enter the cells by endocytosis. In the endosome,
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they are degraded to oligopeptides and bind to MHC class II
proteins. These peptide-MHC class II protein complexes also
are presented on the cell surface where they are recognized
by CD4+ T cells. Not all peptides presented on the cell surface are recognized by the T cells. Those of them that are
recognized are called T-cell epitopes 9 [3].

The MHC proteins are extremely polygenic (i.e. there are
many MHC class I and class II genes) and polymorphic (i.e.
there are many alleles of each gene). The human MHC are
referred as Human Leukocyte Antigens (HLA). The
IMGT/HLA database (release 3.25, July 2016) lists 11,000
class I and 3,920 class II alleles [4]. The MHC class I proteins are found in every nucleated cell of the body, whereas
MHC class II proteins present in specialized cell types,
called antigen-presenting cells (APC) as B cells, macrophages and dendritic cells. MHC class I proteins are encoded
by three loci: HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C. MHC class II
proteins also are encoded by three loci: HLA-DR, HLA-DQ
and HLA-DP. The MHC polymorphism is localized on the
peptide binding site [5-10]. The MHC class I binding site is
closed at both ends and only short peptides between 8 and 11
amino acids in length are able to bind, whereas the MHC
class II binding side is open at both ends and the binding
peptides may have length from 12 to 25 residues.
In order to predict immunogenicity of a potential vaccine
candidate or an unwanted immune response towards a drug,
it is crucial to determine its binding profile towards MHC
class proteins. For vaccines, it is important to be able to trigger immune response in a broad number of individuals inside
a population (which genetic profile should be considered
while development of a new product) [11]. Contrary, keeping a "low immunogenicity profile" in other pharmaceutical
products is essential for maintaining their efficacy and safety
profile. This is an emerging issue given the extensive use of
©2017 Bentham Science Publishers
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Table 1.
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Sequence-based and structure-based methods for MHC binding prediction.
Sequence-based Methods

Structure-based Methods

Motif search-based approach

Docking of peptides and screening of peptide libraries

Prediction by artificial neural network

Application of threading algorithms

Prediction by support vector machine

Binding energy calculations

Hidden Markov models

Molecular dynamics simulations

Prediction by quantitative matrices-driven methods

The structure-based methods for MHC binding prediction
rely on the crystallographic 3D structures of MHC proteins.
Steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic complementarities are
essential between peptide and MHC protein in order to be
formed a stable complex. Knowing the structure of the binding pockets along the MHC binding site, the favorite anchor
peptide residues could be identified. The structure-based
methods for MHC binding prediction developed by now include docking studies [29], free energy calculations [30],
threading algorithms [31], molecular dynamics simulations
[32]. The structure-based methods are more accurate in predictions than the sequence-based but are more timeconsuming and the models derived by them usually are inaccessible in the web.
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monoclonal antibodies in the recent years and the limitations
of those types of therapies due to unwanted immune response [12, 13]. Determining the peptide-binding preferences exhibited by this extensive set of alleles requires an
enormous experimental work. A more rational approach is
the development of bioinformatics prediction methodologies.

MHC BINDING PREDICTION

The immune system involves a vast number of interacting molecules, with variation both between and within individuals. Over the years, the use of high throughput techniques cumulated huge amounts of experimental data which
now require the development of new computational approaches to analyze this massive information pool. A new
field in immunology has emerged, called immunoinformatics, which is focused on algorithms for mapping and studying epitopes in silico and immunogenicity prediction. Utilizing this information is essential for the development of new
vaccines, prediction of allergies, understanding the autoimmune diseases, analyzing the genome of a pathogen and
identification of its antigenic proteins, and modification of
the immune response in general [14].

The search for B- and/or T-cell epitopes as components
of epitope-based vaccines led to the development of a great
variety of algorithms and methods for MHC binding prediction. The current state of this branch of immunoinformatics
has recently regularly reviewed [15-17]. Briefly, the methods
for MHC binding prediction can be divided into sequencebased methods that use the amino acid sequences as starting
information and structure-based methods that derive information from the protein 3D structures (Table 1).
Historically, the first methods for T-cell epitope prediction were based on MHC-binding motifs search [18, 19].
Motif is the combination of preferred amino acids at the peptide anchor binding positions. Extended variations of the
motif search are the quantitative matrices (QM) [20-24]. The
QM takes into account the quantitative contribution of each
amino acid at each position in the binding peptide. More
complicated sequence-based methods for MHC binding prediction use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [25], artificial
neural networks (ANN) [26], support vector machines
(SVM) [27, 28]. Most of the models derived by these methods are freely accessible in the web and widely used to reduce the subsequent experimental work.

PROTEOCHEMOMETRICS

Quantitative Structure – Activity Relationships (QSAR)
use different statistical approaches to create models, which
relate chemical structure to biological activity using molecular descriptors (Fig. 1). This method is based on the compound similarity principle and is used to optimize lead compounds for target activity and other properties (e.g., ADME
and toxicity). Disadvantages are that its models consider
only ligand properties and analyze interactions with only one
target at a time. Hence, QSAR models are unable to generalize between multiple targets – they have minimal ability to
extrapolate. QSAR requires sufficient data to be available on
a specific target before construction of a meaningful model,
which is not always the case, especially when modeling
novel targets [33-35].
Proteochemometrics (PCM) was developed by Lapins et
al. to describe interactions between proteins and their ligands
– it is a method to model simultaneously the bioactivity of
multiple ligands against multiple protein targets [36, 37]. It
could be considered as an extension of QSAR which combines the information of ligands and targets into a single matrix, which allows extrapolation to bioactivity of new compounds to new targets [35] (Fig. 1). The ability of PCM to
connect neighboring QSAR data sets makes it quite similar
to inductive learning and is the main reason to outperform
conventional QSAR models. Handling multiple targets is the
key to "ligand polypharmacology" and the development of
multi-target drugs [34]. Important disadvantage in PCM is its
dependence on the variation of ligands and targets; if a particular amino acid plays significant role in the interaction,
but is conserved throughout the dataset, PCM will be unable
to assess its importance [38]. In PCM typically three descrip-
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Fig. (1). QSAR and proteochemometrics.

tor blocks could be distinguished: the ligand block (L), protein block (P), and ligand-protein cross-term (LP) [37].
LIGAND SPACE

Descriptors are usually classified according to their dimensionality, ranging from one dimensional (1D) to threedimensional (3D) properties. Simple and fast are the binary
descriptors (1D), used by Lapins et al. [36]. Base structure
for ligands was 4-piperidyl oxazole, 12 compounds were
included and all combinations of substituents were coded
using binary descriptors. This type of descriptors do not allow extrapolation, interpretability is low since there is need
of translation of the results back to the functional group
combination [34]. Physicochemical compound descriptors
(such as molecular weight, van der Waals volume, electronegativity, polarizability, molar refractivity, polar surface
area, log P, etc) have better interpretability, but due to the
high number of possible descriptors, data preprocessing is
needed in order to avoid covariance. Lapinsh et al. started
with 61 compound descriptors and after checking for mutual
correlation only 31 descriptors remained in the training set
[39]. 2D topological descriptors are widely used, and incorporate both atomic and bond properties. While graph-based
2D methods are computationally slow, fingerprint-based
methods (where pre-defined structural elements are encoded
as bit strings) are much faster, easy to derive, handle and
compare. 3-D information can also be translated into a bit
string, and comparing bit strings is much easier than comparing structures, since alignment step is avoided [12]. From 3D
descriptors GRINDs are example of a successful use in PCM
by Lapins et al. [38, 40].
PROTEIN SPACE
Amino-acid sequence information is readily obtainable,
however, due to variable lengths within a protein family and
due to insertions/deletions (for example, sequence lengths of
human GPCRs range from 290 to 6200 residues) an alignment of amino-acid sequences is required which can be
tricky. Therefore, it is advisable to focus on specific protein
substructures representing binding sites. Widely used are
physicochemical sequential descriptors – each amino acid
could be described by its volume, lipophilicity, polarizability, polarity, etc or by a principal component obtained after a

PCA compression of a large set of physicochemical properties [34]. 3D descriptors use is limited by alignment problems and high number of variables [34], therefore the use of
3D "local" descriptors is more appropriate, as shown by
Strömbergsson et al. [41].

PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTION SPACE
When using linear methods, such as PLS, there is a need
to describe non-linear ligand-protein interaction effects. This
is typically achieved by deriving cross-terms between ligand
and protein descriptors [33]. Ligand-protein cross-terms are
usually defined by multiplying each ligand descriptor with
each receptor descriptor of particular ligand- receptor pairs
[37]. A practical approach for deriving cross-terms is to use
principal components of the original descriptors [33]. It is
important to denote that for non-linear machine-learning
methods cross-terms can show no improvement, even decrease in performance due to introduction of large number of
parameters; also, since they are derived from multiplication
of protein and ligand descriptors, calculation is quite time
consuming. Therefore, their use should be carefully considered and preprocessing and selection of variables prior cross
terms calculation is desirable [34].
Interesting approach in description of ligands and targets
was presented by Pérot et al. [42] Readily interpretable descriptors of the ligands and the binding pockets were used,
such as volume, polarity, charge, topology (roughness, planarity, narrowness) to describe the pocket-ligand pair space.
Hierarchical classification of the pocket-ligand pairs was
obtained, where five main clusters were outlined (a- and bclusters – "small" pocket-ligand pairs with a and b differing
in polarity and planarity; d and e – "large"; c – "average" in
descriptor values). This comprehensive classification is a
useful approach for a preliminary prediction models, and
further development would provide a better understanding
about correspondences between pockets and ligands.
DATA PREPROCESSING
In order to make descriptors compatible and to prevent
one set of descriptors to mask another, scaling and mean
centering should be performed. Then, different methods
should be applied to remove covariance. For variable extraction, principal component analysis (PCA) is most commonly
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applied. PCA and its regression extension partial least
squares (PLS) provide the ability of a reduction of a multidimensional variable space into a limited number of descriptor variables, which are called principal components [33, 34,
38].
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not a valid model [49]. Three types of internal validation
(also known as cross validation) can be outlined: leave-oneout (LOO, with the subtypes of leave-one-target-out LOTO
and leave-one-compound-out LOCO), double loop cross
validation and n-fold cross validation. In double loop cross
validation in the outer loop all data objects are randomly
split into two subsets referred to as training and test set, the
latter exclusively used for model assessment. The training
set is used in the inner (internal) loop for model building and
model selection; it is repeatedly split into construction and
validation data sets [50]. In n-fold cross validation the initial
set is divided to n subsets. Iteratively each of the subsets is
excluded and the model is trained on the remaining n-1 subsets [34].
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For variable selection (also known as variable importance projection, VIP) different algorithms such as SVM,
genetic algorithms, taboo search, DT and others are used to
exclude variable of minor (negligible) importance [34]. VIP
explains to what extent a descriptor contributes to the dependent variable Y [38]. On theory, selection of variables is
not advised, as adding features should not decrease the accuracy. On practice, it is highly recommended, as it provides
faster and more cost-effective predictors [43]. Two approaches are possible in order to conduct the selection – either eliminating variables from a full set (backward selection), or with addition starting from a single variable [34].
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MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN PCM

Cortes et al. describes the most important features of a
"good algorithm": it should be easily interpretable with low
training time; should be able to provide individual interval of
confidence for the predictions and also able to consider the
experimental uncertainty [35].

PLS is one of the most commonly used, highly interpretable, but requires cross terms. It can be considered as an
extension of PCA [33]. Examples of use are seen in the
works of Lapinsh et al. for the modeling of melanocortin
receptors and HIV protease susceptibility [39, 44], dengue
virus NS3 proteases by Prusis et al. [45]. Rough set modeling
is non-linear rule-based machine learning method using IFTHEN rules for classification. It is very interpretable, but is
unable to provide numerical values [46, 47]. SVM are also
non-linear, interpretation of models is difficult, but can
successfully extrapolate information to retrieve new active
compounds. Random forests (RF) can be used for both
classification and regression. Interpretability is better than
SVM, while maintaining the accuracy; it can also measure
the relative importance of descriptors and compound
similarity [34]. RF could be described as multiple decision
trees (DT, another method) with randomly selected
variables; disadvantages are the high memory requirements
and the lack of error estimate output [35]. Example of use
can be seen in the work of De Bruyn et al. who utilized RF
in modeling inhibitors for OATP1B1/3 [48]. Gaussian
Processes (GP) are non-parametric Bayesian techniques;
they are able to provide individual interval of confidence for
the predictions and also able to consider the experimental
uncertainty. Drawback is the requirement of long training
time [35]. Other methods worth to mention include Neural
net modeling, Nave Bayesian classifier, Decision tree (DT).
VALIDATION METHODS

Y-scrambling, also known as Y-randomization ensures
that the model is not based on chance correlations. This is
achieved by reassigning activity values to different molecules and repeating the modeling. If the random models
show comparable performance to the original one, then it is

In external validation an external dataset with known activity values and completely unknown to the model is used
for evaluation; such is used by Prusis et al. [37] Prospective
validation is when model performance is confirmed experimentally; hence it is the best possible way to validate. Examples could be found in the works of Yabuuchi et al. [51],
van Westen et al. [52], Dakshanamurthy et al. [53], De
Bruyn et al. [48] and others.
APPLICATIONS

PCM is a method with a broad applicability, not only in
rational drug design, but also in drug repositioning, interactions and toxicity predictions, repositioning of approved
pharmaceutical products. It could be used not only for protein targets, but for complex systems, such as cell lines [35].
The reason PCM is such a universal tool is behind its simple
requirements – there should be (i) consistent interaction data;
(ii) numerical descriptions of relevant properties of ligand
and target space; (iii) and a proper non-linear method for
correlation. PCM do not require high-resolution of 3D structures and can encompass many targets into a single model
[33]. Over the last 15 years many works report benefits after
use of PCM. Detailed examples for PCM applications could
be found in the excellent reviews by Bender [34, 35].
LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
At its origin, PCM is a ligand-based method for drug design and the generated PCM models have an applicability
domain, i.e. they are valid only for the chemical space defined by the tested ligands [34,35]. At the same time, PCM
also is a structure-based method because it uses information
about the structure of the studied targets, which means that
the PCM models are valid only for the tested targets. These
limitations make the extrapolated predictions risky and unreliable.
The poor predictive ability of the PCM models could
come from several sources. First, the biological data (IC50,
pKi, EC50, LC50, MIC, etc.) might contain experimental errors (systematic or random), errors due to a low resolution of
the used devices, variations coming from the application of
different methods and conditions. Second, the descriptors
used to describe the chemical structure and properties of the
studied ligands and proteins are of a different order and metrics, some are quantitative, other – binary, most of them are
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DRB1*1101, DRB1*1201, DRB1*1301 and DRB1*1501.
Data was collected from the IMGT/HLA database [4]. Only
the polymorphic amino acids from the binding site were considered in the analysis, which were 18 residues from the chain. Set of 54 (18 x 3) formed the P-block.
The whole X matrix consisted of five blocks: L, P, LP,
L12, L13 and L123. Different combinations of them were
used to derive the models via the ISC-PLS algorithm. Models had moderate goodness of fit, as expressed by r2, ranging
from 0.685 to 0.732. Their internal predictive ability was
good, ranging from 0.678 to 0.719. The most predictive
model was L +P + L12 model, which had the highest r2pred
value. Further analysis described the pocket and anchor positions of importance.
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collinear. These differences accumulate particularly in the
cross-terms. In order to assess the real contribution (weight)
of each descriptor, all descriptors used in the model should
be scaled (to unit variance) or/and normalized (normally
distributed). Third, the PCM matrices usually contain more
variables than observations. This high dimensionality might
lead to overfitting [54]. Robust validation procedures and
techniques should be used to avoid chance correlations and
to derive models with good predictive ability. Finally, a
trade-off between interpretability and accuracy of the models
exist in QSAR and particularly in PCM. Occam’s razor
(“The simplest explanation is usually the correct one”) is
helpful in most cases.
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PROTEOCHEMOMETRIC
MODELLING
OF
PEPRIDE BINDING TO HLA CLASS II PROTEINS

Since high affinity MHC binders can be potential vaccine
candidates, tools for their in silico prediction are of a particular interest for immunologists. There are available databases
such as Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) [55] and data,
extracted from them has been already a subject of PCM
modeling. While for class II there are existing PCM studies
for HLA-DR and HLA-DQ [56, 57], for HLA-DP only classical QSAR approaches has been conducted [58] and proteochemometrics is still pending.
To obtain the models, iterative self-consistent PLS-based
(ISC-PLS) algorithm has been used. In this technique, the
first model is extracted from the initial training set. After
cross validation and estimation of the root mean squared
error of prediction (RMSEP), the optimum number of principal components is derived. The best predicted binders are
used to create a second training set and derive a second
model. The second model, in turn, is used to predict binding
affinity of the initial training set and the best binders again
are collected and used for a training set (third set). This procedure is repeated until two identical (or close to identical)
consecutive training sets are obtained [56, 57]. Detailed description of ISC-PLS algorithm is described elsewhere [59].
Models have been validated using cross-validation techniques and external prediction. Based on them was developed EpiTOP – a tool for MHC class II binding prediction,
which
is
freely
accessible
at
http://www.ddgpharmfac.net/epitop [60].
Proteochemometric Modelling of Peptide Binding to
HLA-DRB1 Proteins
For HLA-DRB1 proteins Dimitrov et al. [56] used a
training set of 2666 peptides, extracted from IEDB. The test
set was originating from another database – AntiJen [61],
and consisted of 356 binders, unknown to the models. Overlapping nonamers from the binders were extracted and encoded with z-descriptors (L-block, 27 descriptors). Cross
terms for adjacent positions (L12), every second position
(L13) and combinations of them (L123) were also included
to deal with the non-linearity.
The HLA class II proteins included 12 sequences,
namely: DRB1*0101, DRB1*0301, DRB1*0401, DRB1*
0404, DRB1*0405, DRB1*0701, DRB1*0802, DRB1*0901,

Proteochemometric Modelling of Peptide Binding to
HLA-DQ Proteins

The second PCM study was performed on HLA-DQ proteins [57], which are strongly associated with different autoimmune diseases – either protection or susceptibility. Such
are type 1 Diabetes mellitus [62], celiac disease [63], multiple sclerosis [64], pemphigus vulgaris [65], rheumatoid arthritis [66]. Certain alleles (non-Asp57) are known to interact
with peptides such as insulin -chain, gliadin, glutenin;
hence aspartic acid at position 57 is known to protect from
type 1 diabetes [67].
The main difference between HLA-DQ and HLA-DR
modeling is that in former both - and -chains exhibit
polymorphism in the binding site. Another modeling obstacle is a deletion at position 54. Protein binding site consists
of four binding pockets, which correspond to primary and
secondary binding positions in ligands. Proteins selected for
the study were the five most frequent alleles –
DQA1*04:01/DQB1*04:02,
DQA1*01:01/DQB1*05:01,
DQA1*01:02/DQB1*06:02,
DQA1*05:01/DQB1*03:01,
DQA1*03:01/DQB1*03:02.
Again binders were extracted from IEDB, this time they
were used to form both the training and the test set. For this
purpose, they were sorted by their affinity value and divided
into five groups. Twenty percent of each group was selected
randomly to form the test set.
Descriptors were similar as those in HLA-DR, with the
difference that here the P-block consisted of two separate
blocks – PA for the -chain (21 x 3 = 63 descriptors), and
PB-block for the -chain (24 x 3 = 72 descriptors). Descriptors for the deletion at position 52 took zero value. Crossterms were introduced based on the distance between polymorphic residues in ligand and protein. The whole X matrix
consisted of 312 variables in four blocks: L (27), PA (63),
PB (72) and LP (150). ISC-PLS algorithm was used to derive the model, which was further assessed by r2 (goodness
of fit), q2 (cross validation in 10 groups), r2pred (external validation by a test set) and r2 LOTO (leave-one-target-out cross
validation). Independent test set showed excellent predictive
ability with r2pred = 0.808, AUC = 0.965, 92.5% accuracy at
threshold of pIC50 = 5.3 and average sensitivity of 83%
among the top 10% best predicted nonamers.
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EpiTOP – a Proteochemometric Tool for MHC Binding
Prediction
The results for both HLA-DR and HLA-DQ models were
implemented in EpiTOP [60]. EpiTOP is easy to use, freely
accessible online tool, which uses a quantitative matrix to
predict binding affinities for MHC proteins (http://www.ddgpharmfac.net/epitop). It is written in Python and HTML, and
integrating the MySQL database environment. EpiTOP identifies peptides binding to different alleles within protein sequences, with options to vary HLA allele and cutoff. Performance has been assessed separately for HLA-DR and
HLA-DQ predictions.

For HLA-DQ binding prediction assessment [57], EpiTOP was compared to two artificial neural networks –
NetMHCII and NetMHCpan [68, 69]. External test set of
660 peptides was used to assess the performance of the servers in terms of sensitivity, specificity, positive predicted
value (ppv), F1-score and Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC) at threshold of pIC50 = 5.3. EpiTOP overall outperformed both servers (only in specificity NetMHCII showed
lightly better performance).
As a PCM model, EpiTOP has an applicability domain. It
is valid only for the target MHC proteins included in the
model. However, the ligand space is wider, limited only by
the binding peptide length (only nonamers) and by the type
of residues (only the 20 naturally occurring amino acids).
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